***SENATE SESSION 2:00 PM Senate Chambers***

Voting Session:
A841 [Land, R. Bruce/Andrzejczak, Bob+B], Emp, regional-coll devlev prog meet needs
A1991 [Sumter, Shavonda E./Munoz, Nancy F.+3], Meningitis, higher ed inst.-immunize
A3118 [Burzichelli, John J./Scheipsi, Holly T.], Master hearth prof.-estab. lic.
A3717 [Mukherji, Raj/Downey, Joann+10], Pharmacy bent. mgns.-concerns
A3726 [Gusciora, Reed/Kennedy, James J.+3], Food waste recycling-concerns
A4115 [Benson, Daniel R./DeAngelo, Wayne P.+3], NJ STARS-clarifies cert elig
A4482 [Verrelli, Anthony S./Murphy, Carol A.+12], Prev., Sexual Viol. Against, Devel Disab

A4552 [Armato, John/Mukherji, Raj+B], Dogs and cats-proh. leasing

A5385 [Burzichelli, John J./Pintor Marin, Elena], Container e-liquid-concerns sale & tax
A5390 [Tucker, Cleopatra G./Mukherji, Raj+3], Service lev.inc. in-St. tuition-provides
A5404 [Murphy, Carol A./Conaway, Herb], Mun. elections., cert.-modifies procedure
A5527 [Conaway, Herb/Tully, P. Christopher+3], Long-term care fac.-outbreak plan req.
A5604 [Freiman, Roy/Pinkin, Nancy J.+4], Angel Investor Tax Cred Act-qual invest.
A5608 [Burzichelli, John J./Mukherji, Raj], Lottery tickets-allow purch. by debit

ACR233 [Timberlake, Britnee N./Freiman, Roy], Finan. Plan-approves FY2020

AJR158 [Houghtaling, Eric/Downey, Joanna], Medicaid Fin Resources Limits-task force

S253 [Andrzejczak, Bob/Van Drew, Jeff], Emp, regional-coll devlev prog meet needs
S601 [Smith, Bob/Greenstein, Linda R.+5], Solar energy generation fac.-recycle
S692 [Ruiz, M. Teresa/Sarlo, Paul A.+2], Superintendent of sch.-reg. max. salary
S941 [Singer, Robert W./Gordon, Robert M.+1], Meningitis, higher ed inst.-immunize
S1014 [Rice, Ronald L./Wimberly, Benjie E.], St. Emp., Training Comm.-changes comp.

S1126 [Bucco, Anthony R./Doherty, Michael J.+6], NJ Safe Haven Infant Prot.

Act-concerns

S1149 [Cunningham, Sandra B./Brown, Chris A.+3], Student Loan Ombudsman-appoint

S1303 [Bucco, Anthony R./Thompson, Samuel D.], Master hearth prof.-estab. lic.
S1318 [Ruiz, M. Teresa/Scutari, Nicholas P.], Family justice centers-estab.
S1364 [Van Drew, Jeff/Andrzejczak, Bob+B], Wildwoods Tourism Improvement-funding
S1403 [Diegman, Patrick J./Singleton, Troy+10], St.-admin. retir. sys.-SPRS svc. credit
S1435 [Van Drew, Jeff/Beach, James J.+5], Winery/viculture attractions-advertise
S1739 [Van Drew, Jeff/Oroho, Steven V.+4], Co. correction-officer-rename
S1790 [Weinberg, Loretta/Greenstein, Linda R.], Wages, failure to pay-concerns

S2049 [Cryan, Joseph P./Vitale, Joseph F.], Health care prof.-auth. cert. req.
S2298 [Corrado, Kristin M./Singleton, Troy+3], Angel Investor Tax Cred Act-qual. inv.
S2321 [Cryan, Joseph P./Kean, Thomas H.+1], Opioid antidote-lyb. maintain supply
S2507 [Singleton, Troy/Pou, Nellie], Dental prov. networks, cert.-concerns

S2691 [Kean, Thomas H./Cunningham, Sandra B.-12], Human Trafficking
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S4039 [Smith, Bob], Food waste recycling-concerns
SCR29 [Pennacchio, Joseph J.+1], Huntington’s Disease Parity Act-urges
SCR168 [Corrado, Kristin M.], Infra. Bank-approve FY2020 Finan. Plan

SJR73 [Singleton, Troy/Van Drew, Jeff+2], Mt. Hunger Prev. Act-Cong. pass

SJR122 [Gopal, Vin], Medicaid Fin Resources Limits-task force

SJR129 [Ruiz, M. Teresa], Puerto Rico Day-desig 3rd Sunday of Sept

***ASSEMBLY SESSION 2:00 PM Assembly Chambers***

Voting Session:
A455 [Schaer, Gary S./Quigiano, Annette+]14], Student Loan Ombudsman-appoint

A1833 [Lampitt, Pamela R./Jimenez, Angelica M.+8], Juv. depression screenings-bent coverage
A1991 [Sumter, Shavonda E./Munoz, Nancy F.+3], Meningitis, higher ed inst.-immunize
A2903 [Quigiano, Annette/Lampitt, Pamela R.+9], Wages, failure to pay-concerns

A3455 [Kean, Sean T./Murphy, Carol A.+2], Natl. Guard, NGB-22-form-eligible for benf.
A3647 [Quigiano, Annette/Holley, Jameel C.], SNAP names-Training Prov. Demo. Prog.

A3717 [Mukherji, Raj/Downey, Joann+10], Pharmacy bent. mgns.-concerns
A3726 [Gusciora, Reed/Kennedy, James J.+3], Food waste recycling-concerns
A3799 [Zwcker, AndrewFreiman, Roy+6], Cardio svccs.-DOH lic. cert. qual. hosp.
A3775 [Jasey, Mila M./Caputo, Ralph R.], Superintendent of sch.-reg. max. salary

A4098 [Downey, Joann/Houghtaling, Eric+S], Teachers, cert.-estab. grant prog.
A4517 [Wimberly, Benjie E./Speight, Shanique+2], Eviction Crisis Task Force-estab.
A4552 [Armato, John/Mukherji, Raj+B], Dogs and cats-proh. leasing
A4553 [Johnson, Gordon M./Freiman, Roy+3], Police-concerns civil immunity
A4679 [Wimberly, Benjie E./Van芥iere Huttle, Valerie+5], Sensitivity training-athletic dir. coach

A4814 [Downey, Joann/McKeon, John F.], Transient accommodation taxes-concerns
A4822 [Wimberly, Benjie E./Tully, P. Christopher+3], Tiny home occup., mun. land-permits
A4865 [Jasey, Mila M./Van芥iere Huttle, Valerie], Later school start time-estab pilot prog
A5047 [Murphy, Carol A.+2], Law Enforcement Addiction Intervention
A5185 [Wimberly, Benjie E./Jasey, Mila M.], Neighborhood revital. tax cred. prog.
A5186 [Benson, Daniel R./Van芥iere Huttle, Valerie], Hemophilia treatment prog.-concerns
A5293 [Pinkin, Nancy J./Zwcker, Andrew+3], Contaminated sites-changes laws
A5368 [Chiaravalloti, Nicholas/Van芥iere Huttle, Valerie+6], Patient Prot. Act-health care svc. req.
A5385 [Burzichelli, John J./Pintor Marin, Elena], Container e-liquid-concerns sale & tax
A5425 [Armato, John+1], Substance treatment-prohib.

ACR165 [Pinkin, Nancy J.], JH's Huntington’s Disease Parity Act-urges

ACR238 [Wimberly, Benjie E./Van芥iere Huttle, Valerie], Homeless transgender persons-concerns

AJR28 [Downey, Joann/Coughlin, Craig J.+6], Natl. Flood Insur. Prog.-reauth.
AJR132 [Murphy, Carol A./Verrelli, Anthony S.+2], Mil. Hunger Prev. Act-Cong. pass

AJR200 [Pintor Marin, Elena/Spiegel, Shanique+1], Puerto Rico Day-desig 3rd Sunday of Sept

S1149 [Cunningham, Sandra B./Brown, Chris A.+3], Student Loan Ombudsman-appoint
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S1790 [Weinberg, Loretta/Greenstein, Linda R.], Wages, failure to pay-concerns law
S1887 [Singleton, Troy/Greenstein, Linda R.+8], Industry-valued credentials-concerns
S2538 [Singleton, Troy/Pennacchio, Joseph+2], Natl. Guard, NGB-22 form-elig. for benf.
S2660 [Gopal, Vin/Sarlo, Paul A.], Teachers, cert.-estab. grant prog.
S3100 [Weinberg, Loretta/Addiego, Dawn Marie], Hemophilia treatment prog.-concerns
S3160 [Codey, Richard J.], Later school start time-estab pilot prog
S3599 [Singleton, Troy+1], Neighborhood revital. tax cred. prog.
SCR29 [Pennacchio, Joseph+1], Huntington's Disease Parity Act-urges
SCR167 [Singleton, Troy+2], Homeless transgender persons-concerns
SJR73 [Singleton, Troy/Van Drew, Jeff+2], Mil. Hunger Prev. Act-Cong. pass

Joint Budget Oversight Meeting 11:00 AM
Committee Room 10, 3rd Floor, State House Annex, Trenton, NJ
Co-Chairs: Sen. Sarlo, Paul A./Asw. Pintor Marin, Eliana
The Committee will meet to consider the following: 1) Department of Environmental Protection - Green Acres Project Reallocations and Changes.

Joint State Leasing and Space Utilization Committee Meeting
12:00 PM Committee Room 7, 2nd Floor,
State House Annex, Trenton, NJ